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We did a Creation Science Camp in June at a place north of us called Whisper Canyon 
Camp.  We had 60 plus parents and kids.  Russ built a “Dinosaur Trail” to show God’s 
handiwork through the animals he created. Russ compared the blood circulator system of the 
Giraffe to the Apatosaurus (Long neck) dinosaur. He built a 5 foot tall stick model of a gorilla to 
show the similarities and major differences between them and humans. Many expressed that 
the trail was a real highlight of the camp.  We also visited a canyon that showed clear evidence 
of Noah’s flood strata and how it accumulated over the Flood year. That same day we visited 
an Indian cave were they lived for hundreds of years.(Photo attached) 

Since January I have been remodeling the museum for a new exhibit.  It is called “Inventor’s 
Workshop - Life Changing Events” and goes with the classes I am teaching this year in the 
Exploring God’s Basement Series.  The goal is to show how humans, made in God’s image, 
have used their abilities to glorify God with their inventions and discoveries.  In the last 300 
years since Sir Isaac Newton, most of the major scientific breakthroughs have been made by 
Christian men and women seeking to glorify God with their work.  We highlight about a dozen 
of them in class and at the museum. Lise Meitner, a Christian Jew who discovered how to 
create atomic power such as we have in the A Bomb, our nuclear powered electric generator 
plants and naval vessels. Another is R G LeTourneau, the man who revolutionized the 
earthmoving industry with his inventions. Samuel Morse, who believed he could send 
messages using electricity which resulted in telegraphy. Morse was the first to find a practical 
use for electricity after Ben Franklin’s study of it some 80 years before. 

We have three “galleries” now.  1. The permanent Dinosaur exhibit. 2. Egypt/Hebrew display 
and programs.  3. The Inventor’s Workshop Exhibit.  It is mostly on wheels so some artifacts 



can be displayed outside in our parking lot so we have more room to move around in the 
museum.  

We have had several groups come to the museum the first quarter.  Benji, a man next door to 
the museum who makes cabinets is also the youth leader at a church two blocks away. We 
have done four Sunday School classes with his kids including two meetings at the museum. He 
especially wanted me to “Crush” Bill Nye the Science Guy.  Benji’s kids are all in public school 
where they are showing Nye’s science videos.  I have written a series of rebuttals to many of 
his anti-Christian and anti-Bible quotes. (About 15 of them to date) I show that he does not 
really know science and I present scientific data that he leaves out but that supports a Biblical 
world view. Benji says the kids have really gotten their faith in the Bible built up from the 
classes and do not feel so intimidated by Bill Nye’s godless humanistic teachings that they hear 
in school.   

We moved to another house we are buying in June. It was hectic but many hands helped and 
we made the move. The house is smaller so we are downsizing. It is in a nice community and 
we really like it here. It is costing us less per month. 

Please pray for our friends the McNamara family – their father and husband went to be with 
the Lord in June from a massive stroke.  He was a great help to us and in our homeschool and 
was only 60. We will miss him greatly.  

Answered Prayer: 

1 Tricia is better from her Acute Pancreatitis. 2 We made it through the move. 3 One of the 
Mixteco girls Tricia has been discipling from JJC got her GED, and graduated from high school. 
She lost about a year of classes while in jail. She has been sharing with others her age what 
Tricia taught her and also her family is more open to the gospel. She works in the field picking 
strawberries [very hard work] and is very responsible to care for her baby. 

Thank you for your prayers and support.  In Him,   Russ and Tricia 
McGlenn                                                                                                      
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